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1.0: SUMMARY 

A desk-based assessment was undertaken to determine the archaeological 
implications of a proposed development of land adjacent to The Boundary', 
Gorse Lane, Grantham, Lincolnshire. 

Archaeological and historical data was collated for the area including an aerial 
photographic assessment of cropmark features visible on the site itself. The 
results of this work indicate that archaeological sites and findspots are situated in 
the general investigation area. 

Evidence for Prehistoric activity in the vicinity is present in the form of recorded 
finds (made in 1724) and a cropmark feature but cannot be securely located. 
Cropmark features believed to be Bronze Age round barrows and present on the 
development area itself have in fact been interpreted as the remains of structures 
and other features associated with a military airfield of the 20th century. 

Romano-British sites and finds have been identified over 1km from the proposed 
development site and it is suggested that the focus of such activity along the 
course of a known Roman Road and the important Roman settlement at 
Saltersford could account for the apparent lack of sites and finds in the immediate 
vicinity of Gorse Lane. 

Definite activity of the Medieval period is absent. The reason for the apparent 
lack of evidence for structures could be due to the long history of the area as 
open ground' since its association with the meadow/pioughland belonging to 
Grantham in the 11th century. Walton Farm situated 500m to the south of the 
site and previously believed to be the location of the extinct village of Waltham 
remains a case for conjecture given the absence of surface remains and in the 
light of cartographic evidence which provides a different appellation before the 
farm became named as Walton Farm. 

The strongest evidence for activity of any period in the immediate investigation 
area is post-Medieval in date. Sites such as Walton Farm, Warren Farm and 
Plantation and Harlaxton Wood as well as the boundary between Harlaxton and 
Grantham parishes were in existence by 1828 but must be earlier foundations. 
The site of a late 19th century fever hospital to the north of Gorse Lane and 
situated opposite the proposed development site was short-lived; the remains 
have presumably been damaged or even destroyed by the construction of houses 
on the same area along the lane in the 1960's. 

Structures and other features associated with RAF Grantham would appear to be 
the most significant remains of any period present on the actual development 
site itself given the mapping and interpretation of cropmark features from aerial 
photographs. 

The potential Prehistoric cropmark feature located somewhere in the vicinity of 
Gorse Lane is assessed as being of local and regional significance (when taken in 
the context of the wider landscape setting of known Prehistoric sites and finds). 
However, there are grounds for being cautious in respect of this cropmark; given 
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its uncertain location coupled with the fact that similar cropmark features on the 
development site itself have been interpreted as features of 20th century date 
associated with the military airfield. For the post-Medieval period, the hospital, 
farms and woodland are assessed as being of local significance; while the parish 
boundary is of both local and regional significance. The remains of the airfield 
are also assessed as being of both local and regional significance. 

2.0: INTRODUCTION 

PISA Ltd. was commissioned to undertake this work by Arlington Planning 
Partnership (APP) of Bourne, Lincolnshire, (agent for Mr. W. Wesson of 'The 
Boundary', Gorse Lane, Grantham, Lincolnshire) in order to satisfy a pre-
determination requirement for a desk-based assessment (DBA) in respect of a 
planning application for a change of use of land (adjacent to the The Boundary' 
property, on its eastern side). 

A copy of a Memorandum from the Lincolnshire County Council (LCC) Assistant 
Archaeological Officer (AAO; Mr. Jim Bonnor) to LCC's Assistant Planning 
Officer detailing this requirement and the reason for it accompanied the letter of 
commission from APP received by PISA Ltd. on 23 June 1997. 

The author discussed aspects of the project with Messrs. Edwin Ellis of APP, Bill 
Wesson (the agent's Client) and Jim Bonnor (the AAO) and should like to 
acknowledge their assistance. 

2.1: Planning & Archaeological Background 

An application for a proposed change of use of land to provide storage space for 
disused motor vehicles situated adjacent to the existing Vehicle Breaker's Yard 
located at 'The Boundary', Gorse Lane, Grantham, Lincolnshire (Figs. 2 & 3) was 
referred by LCC's Planning Office (Ref: [AC] 35/0112/97) to LCC's Archaeology 
Section in May 1997. 

In a Memorandum dated 21 May 1997, the AAO recommends to the County 
Planning Office that the applicant be required to commission an archaeological 
evaluation prior to the determination of the application in order that, should 
archaeological remains exist on the site, a suitable mitigation strategy could then 
be devised. The same document states the reason for this recommendation in 
that an appraisal of the proposal against the County Sites and Monuments Record 
(SMR) indicated aerial photographs exist for the site. Moreover, the visible 'ring 
ditch' type cropmark features are stated to be indicative of Bronze Age burials and 
given that features of the same date are located in the wider area surrounding the 
site, it is suggested that the former could also be part of a Bronze Age barrow 
cemetery which could be damaged by the proposed development. 

There being no formal project brief issued, this DBA was undertaken in 
July/August 1997 to determine the archaeological implications of the proposed 
development in line with the letter of commission from APP, the accompanying 
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AAO's Memorandum (which formed part of the instruction) and subsequent 
discussion with the latter. 

2.2: Site Location, Topography & Geology 

The area of the proposed development is situated 2km to the south-west of 
Grantham centre (as defined by the Railway Station) in the south-western area of 
Grantham parish near to the boundary with the civil parish of Harlaxton in the 
west, South Kesteven District, Lincolnshire (Figs. 1-3). The village of Little 
Ponton in the civil parish of Little Ponton & Stroxton is situated some 2.5km to 
the south-east of the site and to the east is the A1 road and the River Witham at 
distances of some 500m and 2km respectively from the site. 

Situated immediately to the south of Gorse Lane and adjacent on the eastern side 
to 'The Boundary' property (which currently comprises a private residence and 
vehicle breaker's yard), the proposed development area is level, rectangular in 
shape covering some 1.2 hectares and is located at a height of approximately 123m 
AOD at National Grid Reference centring upon SK 9050 3325 (Figure 2; Appendix 
1, Figs. 1 & 2). 

The site area of 1.2 hectares is part of a larger single field of modern arable land 
with a total area of approximately 5 hectares, thus the site itself represents 
roughly 1 / 5th of the whole field and is situated on its extreme western flank . 

Escrick2 and Marcham soil associations comprise the shallow well-drained soils 
of the area; this drainage propensity being determined by the underlying geology 
consisting of an 'island' interface of glaciofluvial drift and Jurassic limestone 
(SSEW 1983). 

3.0: AIMS 

The general aims of the DBA were to identify, and if located, to assess the 
implications of any archaeological sites that might be present in the area of the 
proposed development. Mapping and interpretation of the specific cropmark 
features known to exist from aerial photographs (Cf. Section 2.1) would be sub-
contracted and undertaken in tandem with the wider aims. The assessment of 
significance of the former along with any additional archaeological sites located 
would then be considered together allowing an appropriate response to be 
formulated integrating the archaeological needs with those of the proposed 
development. 

4.0: METHODS 

Chris Cox of Air Photo Services Ltd. was commissioned to undertake the 
mapping and interpretation of the specific cropmark features already identified as 
being present in the proposed development area (Cf. Section 2.1). The 
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examination of all other relevant primary and secondary sources available 
(including additional aerial photographs outside the remit of Cox's assessment) 
was conducted by the present author. The main area for which information on 
archaeological and historical remains was collated was within a half a kilometre 
radius of the proposed development. Other remains are mentioned and recorded 
on plan beyond this (up to c. 2.5km distance in some instances) in order to 
demonstrate the landscape setting of the former remains. In terms of the 
assessment of significance (Section 7), only the former area is considered. 

The following sources were included in compiling the archaeological and 
historical data pertaining to the proposed development area: 

- The Lincolnshire County Sites & Monuments Record (SMR) 
- All relevant Ordnance Survey (OS) maps 
- Tithe, Enclosure Award, Parish maps and other cartographic sources held 

in Lincolnshire Archives 
- Historic documents held in Lincolnshire Archives 
- Aerial photographs 
- Archaeological & Historical books and journals 

Additional information to that derived from the sources examined above was 
obtained from a visit to the proposed development site. This visit afforded the 
opportunity to meet and talk with Messrs. Bill and Robert Wesson as well as to 
examine site conditions, the present land use, hedgerows and the suitability of 
the land for geophysical survey. 

Scale plans of the area were then produced taking into account the data derived 
from archival research as well as the aerial photographic assessment (the results 
of which are presented separately in full as Appendix 1 and as appropriate in the 
main body of the text of the DBA below). 

5.0: RESULTS 

5.1: Historical Data 

While there is obviously no specific mention of the proposed development area 
in the Domesday Book of 1086, the general area in which it is located to the south 
of Grantham1 would appear to be recorded in the context of meadow and 
ploughland (open ground) associated with an extinct village; the land itself 
recorded as belonging to Grantham. The village's name 'Nongetune'2 does not 
appear post- 1086 but has been equated with Spittlegate (Foster & Longley 1924, 
lxi) a township/lordship (or manor) to the south of Grantham at the time of the 
Inclosure (Cf. Section 5.2 below). 

1 Which is itself recorded in that survey and was a minor local capital in Anglo-Saxon times. 
2 Situated, as was Grantham, in the Winnibriggs & Threo Wapentake [an administrative division 
of the Five Boroughs in the Danelaw] of the Kesteven Riding. 



The place-name 'Spittlegate'3 is found in the southern extremity of modern 
Grantham in the area where the Great North Road (now the B1174) enters the 
town from the south (it also gives its name to the hill here) as well as being the 
name of a later 19th century farm, situated to the east of another farm (Heath 
Farm) of similar date at the eastern end of Gorse Lane leading onto the B1174. 
The first element of the name itself is a corruption of the word hospital' and the 
second element 'gate' defines the location of one of the town gates of Grantham 
on the major road into the town from the south. 

While it will be seen below (Section 5.2) that a hospital was located at the western 
end of Gorse Lane opposite the proposed development, this was not the one from 
which the place Spittlegate derived its name as this was in use well before the 
hospital was built in the latter part of the 19th century. 

The Domesday Book testifies to the importance of Grantham in the 11th century 
and it became a Royal Borough in the Medieval period with formal incorporation 
as a town occurring in the second half of the 14th century (Platts 1985, 190 and 
213). From its beginnings as a minor local capital in Anglo-Saxon times and 
being situated on important routes, Grantham's subsequent history of long-
distance connections made it the focus of communications and administration 
for the area4. 

Two other place-names south of Grantham are frequently mentioned along with 
Spittlegate (in the context of Inclosure) and together constituted the earlier 
administrative area of Spittlegate Without; an area large enough to merit being 
an administrative entity in its own right (Foster & Longley 1924, lxi and lxxi). 
These places are Houton [Houghton/Nongetune] and Walton [Waltham]. 
Walton Farm, situated 600m to the south-east of the proposed development area 
(Fig. 3, SMR 30507), though not mentioned in the Domesday Book, could 
represent the location of the extinct Waltham (Walton) hamlet referred to by 
Foster & Longley (ibid. ), however there are no visible surface remains to confirm 
this. 

The long history of the development area and its immediate vicinity as 'open 
ground' (later enclosed) to the south of Gorse Lane (described above and in 
Section 5.2 below) was interrupted earlier this century by the creation of a grass 
landing strip for an airfield, itself originally situated to the south of the 
investigation site. During the period up to its closure in the 1970's, this airfield 
witnessed a number of expansion and contraction phases particularly in the years 
spanning the Second World War and subsequently. 

The salient points only are recorded here (particularly those that are relevant in 
the light of Appendix 1) of the changes to what became RAF Station Grantham5 

3 The spelling varies from Spittlegate to Spit(t)algate but the former is more common. 
4 The development of Grantham would seem to relate to a refocusing from Anglo-Saxon times of 
important communications in the area. For the Roman period, nearby communications include 
Ermine Street and the Salt Way. The closest important settlement of that time was at Saltersford 
to the south of Grantham and not at Grantham itself. 
5 It was previously called RAF Spitalgate/Grantham; a ' t ' in the former name being omitted in error 
by the RAF. 
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in 1928; more detailed discussion is available in Blake, Hodgson and Taylor (1984, 
167). It will be readily apparent from the information given below that it can also 
be construed as being of archaeological interest in its own right but the data are 
recorded here in the context of the "Air-Historical" record of RAF Grantham 
relating to the proposed development site. Albeit that the structures and other 
features no longer exist above ground but as cropmark features on aerial 
photographs. 

At its greatest extent, the airfield covered 80 hectares on which were located 
hangers, Nissan huts (some on what is now 'The Boundary' property) and other 
structures. A dugout, munitions dispersal and associated features are recorded 
(in Appendix 1) on the development area itself and extend eastwards beyond the 
site. There is some evidence for the airfield having been bombed during the 
Second World War and Hunt (1994, 85) notes that in comparison with Lincoln, 
Grantham was eight times more heavily bombed in the same period. This was 
undoubtedly due in the main to the large number of RAF bases, radio stations 
and factories associated with the 'war effort' in the immediate vicinity of 
Grantham at the time. 

Following the Second World War the present house, 'The Boundary', adjacent to 
the development area was constructed (in the early 1950's) and the vehicle 
breaker's yard came into being in the 1980's (Bill Wesson, pers. comm.). The 
houses opposite, on the north side of Gorse Lane, were erected during the course 
of the 1960's. 

The return of the land to the east of 'The Boundary' to an arable field (where the 
proposed development site is situated) occurred sometime in the immediate 
post- Second World War years (Cf. Appendix 1, 8). 

5.2: Cartographic Data 

All appropriate maps and plans relating to the area of Gorse Lane were examined. 

Bryant's 'Map of the County of Lincoln' (1828), an extract of which is reproduced 
as Figure 4, demonstrates the antiquity of the boundaries equating to those 
dividing the modern civil parishes of Harlaxton, Grantham and Little Ponton & 
Stroxton. The presence of Gorse Lane and Wyville Road to the north are 
indicated but the roads are not named. Along with the boundaries mentioned 
above, Gorse Lane and the line of the Great North Road (not named on the map) 
they define a rectangular undivided area of open ground in which the proposed 
development area is situated. Walton Farm is the only structure present within 
this rectangle of land and to the south and west are shown Warren Plantation 
and Warren Farm respectively; although only the latter farm is actually named 
on the map. Spittlegate Township and Hill are named and depicted along with 
Harlaxton Wood and a small copse to the north of Gorse Lane along the 
boundary defined to the west of the site. All these features were therefore in 
existence by 1828. 
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Creighton's map of Lincolnshire (c. 1835) was based on one produced by Dawson 
for the House of Commons volumes (of 1835) relating to the Reform Bill and 
local government boundaries. Therefore, both are in essence very similar but are 
less detailed than Bryant's map. Nevertheless, the former two do show Gorse 
Lane and name the Spittlegate Lordship but interestingly, the present-day Walton 
Farm is named as Spittal Gorse House. This might account for how the lane 
came to be called Gorse Lane. 

In terms of the immediate vicinity of the proposed development area, earlier 
20th century (OS) maps largely duplicate details cited above such as the 
boundaries and the location of Gorse Lane, Walton Farm etc. The only major 
diversions of note being the depiction on the 1909 large sheet series map (third 
edition) of a hospital situated on the north side of Gorse Lane opposite the 
development area, the division of the open ground into what is largely in 
existence today and the naming of Walton and Warren Farms. Subsequent OS 
maps are only then of note in respect of the RAF Grantham airfield. 

5.3: Aerial Photographic Data 

The parish files for Harlaxton, Little Ponton & Stroxton and Grantham 
containing aerial photographs were examined for evidence of archaeological 
features using the Royal Commission for the Historic Monuments of England 
(RCHME) 1:10000 cropmark plot overlay for SK 93 SW held in the LCC SMR as a 
guide to the investigation process. Aerial photographs for the known cropmark 
features on the proposed development area were not examined by the author as 
these were within the remit of Cox's assessment (Appendix 1). In this Section, 
the results of the former exercise are presented first and are followed by a synopsis 
of the main results of Cox's report. 

There are only two cropmark features visible from aerial photographs in the area 
beyond the proposed development site and situated within a 1km radius of it. 
The more distant one (c. 1km) from the site, located at NGR SK91400 33400 on the 
eastern side of the A1 and represented in Figure 3 (SMR 33848) shows faint 
cropmarks of a double ditched undated (prehistoric?) circular enclosure. 

The second cropmark feature must be treated with some caution for while it is 
shown as a plot on the RCHME overlay, no corresponding secure reference to its 
location could be found in the SMR. The text of the former overlay describes the 
cropmark feature as a 'ring ditch' (Prehistoric) feature located 250m to the north-
east of the proposed development site on the east side of Wyville Road. 
However, it should be pointed out that the SMR reference (35028) to the 
cropmark features on the actual proposed development area are described as 
being located 'off Wyville Road' (rather than 'off Gorse Lane'). Therefore, there 
could be some confusion between those that do exist on the site and the single 
ring ditch recorded on the overlay to the east of Wyville Road. SMR 35028 is 
located at SK 90700 33200 which does correspond to the cropmarks within the site 
as opposed to that 'off Wyville Road' in view of the grid reference locating them 
to the south of Gorse Lane. 
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Cox's assessment of cropmarks (corresponding to SMR 35028) visible from aerial 
photographs of 1947 & 1948 on the actual site interprets the features as being 
associated with the military airfield (RAF Grantham). Within the 1.2 hectare 
proposed development area are recorded craters/areas of bare soil, linear features 
probably representing vehicle tracks, a dugout, small buildings and a possible area 
associated with communication equipment or a bomb target which, although 
lying more to the east, encroach into the western area of the proposed 
development site (Appendix 1, Fig. 1). 

Features visible in 1975 (and plotted on Fig. 2 [Appendix 1]), are interpreted as the 
remains of craters and other areas of bare soil seen on previous photographs of 
the 1940's (such as those described above) in preference to being interpreted as 
round barrows of Prehistoric date. 

5.4: Archaeological Data 

The principle source consulted in compiling archaeological data on sites and 
finds in the vicinity of the proposed development site was the County SMR. This 
was supplemented with information derived from secondary sources. The 
archaeological data derived from the SMR is presented here in tabular form and 
represented along with the principle historical data on Figure 3. 

LCC SMR 
Number 

DESCRIPTION GRID REFERENCE 

35028 Undated cropmarks of ring ditches & horse-
shoe shaped enclosures 

SK 9070 3320 

30507 Possible site of Waltham Deserted Medieval 
Village at Walton Farm 

SK 9130 3300 

33848 Undated cropmark of a double ditched 
circular enclosure 

SK 9140 3340 

34265 Harlaxton Wood (Ancient Woodland) SK 8970 3260 
33973 Romano-British finds (pottery) from possible 

site of a building 
SK 9140 3240 

All but one of the above references have already been commented on as they are 
also relevant in the context of other Sections in the report above. The one that 
has not been mentioned, will now be described and it is worth noting here that 
no archaeological excavations, precisely located finds or definite sites (with the 
exception of the undated cropmark features and hospital already described 
elsewhere in Section 5) could be identified within a 900m radius of the proposed 
development site. 

SMR 33973 represents the closest known definite archaeological site pre-dating 
the 19th century in the vicinity of the investigation area (at some 1km distance 
from it) and is itself Roman of date. This site and associated finds should be 
taken in the context of the course of the ancient Salt Way (shown on Fig. 3) in 
that while this was previously a Prehistoric Trackway it also later served as a 
Roman Road as evidenced by its Roman construction along parts of its length 
(Margary 1957, 194). The modern parish boundary between Little Ponton & 
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Stroxton and Grantham follows the course of the road along the hedgerow to the 
south of Walton Farm (ibid., 195). It continues eastwards out of the area shown 
on Figure 3 to Saltersford (SMR 30508) where there was an important Roman 
settlement probably equating with the place Causennis named in the Antonine 
Itinerary (Rivet & Smith 1979, 164). Prehistoric sites and finds are also known 
from Saltersford (e.g. SMR 33988, 30510). 

Archaeological finds recorded from the area of immediate interest to the south of 
Grantham but only loosely located include some carbonised grain and two 
beehive querns said to have been found in a 'cave' on the western side of the 
Spittlegate Lordship in 1724 (Phillips 1934, 167). 

Beaker period, Late Neolithic/Bronze Age and La Tene sites are recorded 
associated with the limestone and ironstone soils of the South Lincolnshire 
Wolds and in particular, finds from the ironstone quarries dotted around 
Grantham are mentioned (May 1976, 68, 83-85 and 140). These ironstone outcrops 
were exploited in the Prehistoric period and increasingly so thereafter but such 
outcrops are numerous in the region (and one former modern quarry is shown 
on Figure 3; but this does not rule out earlier exploitation). Potential Neolithic 
sites are known in Harlaxton parish (e.g. SMR 34886, a probable Long Barrow) and 
definite Prehistoric sites (some having been excavated) are known in the parish 
of Little Ponton & Stroxton (e.g. Bronze Age barrows [Greenfield 1959] and 
Scheduled Ancient Monument 12 [SMR 30082] a Prehistoric bowl barrow 400m 
north of Little Ponton); these are all located a little over c. 2km from the 
investigation area. 

5.5: Site Visit Data 

The proposed development site was visited on July 22nd 1997 on what was a hot 
day affording excellent visibility. 

A crop of sugar beet was being grown on the precise area of the proposed 
development while the adjacent arable land to the east was under cereal 
cultivation. 

Hedgerows around the immediate field as well as those enclosing The 
Boundary' were examined and counts along appropriate 30m lengths made. 
Discounting the presence of elders, only one species was found to be present. 
This suggests that the hedges are all relatively recent and probably much less than 
100 years old (Cf. Appendix 1, Section 2.2). 

The proposed development site was walked but few artefacts were found (and 
none representing occupation debris were noted); certainly, none of these could 
be dated earlier than the 20th century. The high proportion of large gravels 
contained within the disturbed (cultivated) topsoil was noticeable and reflects the 
shallow nature of the soil and the proximity of the glaciofluvial drift material in 
relation to the ground surface. 
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Discussion with Messrs Bill and Robert Wesson revealed that during the 
construction of the vehicle breaker's yard a cable was located which continued 
into the area of the proposed development. This was presumably a 
communication or power cable linking the Nissan Huts of the military base to 
the structures that were previously extant in the proposed development area. 
Moreover, it was reported that small fragments of metal (possibly spent 
ordnance) were found from time to time in the same field; where munitions 
dispersal structures and a possible bomb target were identified in the Aerial 
Photographic Assessment (Appendix 1, Fig. 2). 

At first sight, conditions on the site suggested that geophysical survey techniques 
could be usefully employed. The information stated in the last paragraph (and in 
particular the definite location of previous munitions dispersal, a possible bomb 
target and ordnance) would however suggest that it could be potentially 
hazardous to do so. In any event, the presence of (unknown quantities of) metal 
fragments spread over the field and at least one cable would cause high reflective 
signatures and diminish the usefulness of geophysical survey techniques. 

6.0: DISCUSSION 

No definite Prehistoric activity has been identified in the immediate area around 
the proposed development site. Only potential Prehistoric features exist in the 
form of two undated circular cropmark features visible on aerial photographs. 
The location of the one plotted 250m north of Gorse Lane, (while probably secure) 
does leave some room for doubt as to its precise location. Similar features, 
originally believed to be possible Bronze Age barrows and located in the actual 
area of the site itself have had their authenticity as round barrows questioned. In 
the wider area beyond the investigation site, the only certain Prehistoric feature 
within a 1km radius is The Salt Way (later a Roman Road) to the south of the 
Warren Plantation (Fig. 3) to which can possibly be added the finds of 1724 of 
grain and querns located somewhere in the western area of the Spittlegate 
Lordship. Further afield, there are definite barrows (some of which have been 
excavated) in the parishes of Harlaxton and Little Ponton & Stroxton. 

A definite site of Romano-British date (including pottery possibly associated with 
a structure) has been identified 1km to the south of Gorse Lane. This site 
corresponds with the presence of the Roman Road south of the Warren 
Plantation on the line of the ancient Salt Way leading to Saltersford where a 
major Roman settlement and Prehistoric finds are also known. 

Evidence for definite Medieval activity in the form of sites, structures and finds is 
surprisingly absent in the area. The reason for the apparent lack of evidence for 
structures could be due to the long history of the area as 'open ground' since its 
association with the meadow/ploughland belonging to Grantham in the 11th 
century. The lack of evidence for finds of this period is probably more apparent 
than real and the absence of evidence for ridge and furrow ploughing is probably 
more symptomatic of such features having been obliterated through a 
combination of the shallow soils in the area and subsequent activity including 
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post-Medieval ploughing techniques and the presence of the extensive military 
airfield. The other possibility is that the area was used for pasture in Medieval 
times. Walton Farm's association with the site of the extinct village of Waltham 
must remain conjecture given the absence of surface remains in the area and the 
fact that it is first named on a 19th century map as Spittal Gorse House before 
being definitely named as Walton Farm in the early 20th century. 

For the post-Medieval period, there is significantly greater evidence for sites as 
well as structures though most are some distance from the proposed 
development site. While many of these can only be said to have been in 
existence prior to 1828 due to their depiction on Byant's map, farms such as 
Walton and Warren farms as well as Gorse Lane and Wyville Road may well 
have had longer histories. The same may be true of the Warren Plantation, 
Harlaxton Wood and the copse depicted to the north of Gorse Lane. The [fever] 
hospital referred to in Section 5.2 above and situated opposite the investigation 
site on the north side of Gorse Lane is a short-lived structure built in the latter 
part of the 19th century existing up to the early 20th century and which has now 
been built on with houses. Cartographic evidence also demonstrates the 
successive parcelling of the open ground in the area from the later 19th century. 
Notwithstanding hedgerow dating, cartographic and aerial photographic 
evidence suggests that the present hedges (as opposed to the boundaries which 
follow the course of previous hedgerows on the same line) are recent 
phenomena of the 20th century. There is definite evidence for the greater 
antiquity of the western boundary of 'The Boundary' residence which has 
demarcated the dividing line between two administrative areas (Grantham and 
Harlaxton) for at least two centuries. 

The strongest evidence for activity of any period on the site itself is 20th century 
in date and principally entails military activity. Structures and other remains 
associated with the airfield to the south and west of the investigation area 
remained extant (albeit in a ruinous state) until the mid- 1950's when the field 
returned to being used as arable land. The present arrangement of boundaries 
were in place along with The Boundary' property at around the same period and 
a vehicle breaker's yard was constructed during the 1980's to the south of the 
property. 

The preservation of potential buried environmental remains could well be poor 
due to the shallow nature of the soils and the excellent drainage of the 
underlying geology. Modern plough action on these shallow soils could equally 
have been detrimental to the survival of buried features as would appear to be 
the case given the noticeably fewer cropmark features visible from aerial 
photographs taken in 1975 in comparison with those taken in the late 1940's (Cf. 
Appendix 1, Figs. 1 and 2). 

7.0: ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

This assessment of significance uses the Secretary of State's criteria for 
scheduling ancient monuments' (Department of the Environment 1990, Annex 



4) which are transcribed in Appendix 2. It principally considers archaeological 
and historical remains falling within a half a kilometre radius of the proposed 
development. 

Period: 
Evidence of Prehistoric activity rests with an undated circular feature and 
antiquarian finds; the precise location of which are uncertain. This potential 
'ring ditch' could represent an enclosure or round barrow typical of a class of 
monument of the Bronze Age period. 

19th and 20th century occupation has been identified on and in the vicinity of the 
proposed development area. The location of a (fever) hospital well outside the 
town limit represents a practical and typical solution to minimising the spread of 
diseases within populated areas of the period. 

19th century farms are typical features of the rural landscape and a boundary 
following the line of a hedgerow of some antiquity is evident. 

Airfields are a characteristic feature of the Lincolnshire landscape as well as other 
southern and eastern areas of Britain during the 20th century. RAF Grantham 
belongs in the general category of such active bases particularly those of the 
Second World War period. Features associated with this base have been mapped 
and interpreted in the aerial photographic assessment contained within this 
report. 

Rarity: 
Remains of Bronze Age round barrows or circular enclosures such as the 
potential one located somewhere in the immediate vicinity of the proposed 
development area, are not necessarily uncommon but may possess characteristics 
that are rare. 

In the same vein, the hospital, boundary, farms and airfield are not rare 
phenomena although they could contain unusual features. 

Documentation: 
The Lincolnshire County Sites and Monuments Record maintains information 
on archaeological sites and finds in the Grantham area. The Air-Historical 
branch of the Ministry of defence keeps records of all airfields including those like 
RAF Grantham which are now defunct bases. The present report represents the 
first collation and consideration of archaeological and historical evidence in the 
proposed development area. 

Group Value: 
In relation to definite sites and finds in the immediate vicinity of the proposed 
development site, the group value is low for the Prehistoric period. However, if 
the area of consideration is extended to include sites and finds in the civil 
parishes of Harlaxton and Little Ponton and Stroxton, the potential presence of a 
Bronze Age (funerary or occupation) feature indicates that the group value of 
such evidence for the period is high. 
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Associated contemporary sites of 19th and 20th century date would indicate a 
moderate group value. The evidence for definite multi-period activity in the 
landscape is probable and can therefore be said to enhance the group value. 

Survival/Condition: 
Definite post-Medieval activity on the site (in an area of soils known to be 
shallow), including arable land and a military base, have demonstrated that 
buried remains have and are likely to have suffered as a result. The degree of 
damage to potential buried deposits has not been tested through intrusive 
archaeological means but the aerial photographic evidence could be indicative of 
this. 

Fragility/Vulnerability: 
The proposed development will certainly entail the stripping of topsoil and 
possibly impinge on the natural strata. Therefore, any archaeological deposits 
that remain on the site are vulnerable. 

Diversity: 
Only potential period diversity can be suggested. This is represented by the 
inclusion of the possible undated cropmark feature (of uncertain function) with 
the post-Medieval remains including the site of a hospital, boundary, farms and 
an airfield. Thus while functional diversity is evident, the case for period 
diversity earlier than the later Medieval/post-Medieval period is less certain. 

Potential: 
Notwithstanding the possible presence of a Prehistoric feature beyond the 
proposed development area, the potential for such period remains on the site 
itself is low. 

Actual and potential evidence exists for post-Medieval remains within and 
beyond the immediate investigation area in the form of the airfield remains and 
the hospital and farms in particular. Potential for the survival of 
palaeoenvironmental material is low. 

7.1: Summary of the Assessment of Significance 

The potential Prehistoric cropmark feature located somewhere in the region of 
the site is of local and regional significance (when taken in the context of the 
wider landscape setting). 

Late Medieval/post-Medieval features in the area beyond the proposed 
development are of local significance and include the hospital, farms and 
woodland; while the boundary is of both local and regional significance. The 
assessment criteria establish a local and regional (and possible national) 
significance for the 20th century airfield. 

Archaeological deposits present on the proposed development site have 
augmented the knowledge of the RAF Grantham airfield through the aerial 
photographic mapping and interpretation of cropmark features. 
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8.0: CONCLUSIONS 

Archaeological sites, observations and historical findings made in the 
investigation area testify to past activities in the immediate vicinity of Gorse 
Lane. 

There is evidence for potential Prehistoric activity in the immediate vicinity of 
Gorse Lane (i.e. the undated cropmarks and antiquarian finds) but this is neither 
concentrated nor securely located. Moreover, the potential Bronze Age remains 
believed to be located on the site itself have been demonstrated to be putative and 
in fact the cropmark features are interpreted as the remains of structures and 
other features associated with a military airfield. The same possibility could 
account for the cropmark feature located somewhere to the north-east of Gorse 
Lane. 

Romano-British sites and finds have been identified over 1km from the proposed 
development site and it is suggested that the focus of such activity along the 
course of a known Roman Road and the important Roman settlement at 
Saltersford could account for the lack of sites and finds in the immediate vicinity 
of Gorse Lane. 

It would appear from cartographic evidence that the area of the site was part of an 
extensive area of open ground (pasture?) during the Medieval period which was 
sub-divided during the later 19th century. With the exception of the boundary to 
the west of the development area which may be of some antiquity, the only 
potential Medieval sites known include the present site of Walton Farm. 
However, the association of this property with a former deserted medieval 
village (Waltham) has been questioned in the light of cartographic evidence; the 
farm is actually named Spittle Gorse House before being called Walton Farm. 
Conversely, the re-naming of the farm could represent subsequent knowledge of 
the site of this extinct village. 

The sites of Warren Farm, Walton Farm, Warren Plantation, Harlaxton Wood 
and other copses in addition to the parish boundary to the west of the site are all 
indicated on Bryant's map of 1828 and clearly represent much older foundations. 

The fever hospital shown on an OS map of the early 20th century to the north of 
Gorse Lane and situated opposite the proposed development site was a short-
lived feature the remains of which have presumably been damaged or even 
destroyed by the construction of the houses along the lane in the 1960's. 

An airfield, located immediately to the south of the site became RAF Grantham 
in 1928. This 80 hectare base included structures and other features which were 
present on the proposed development site as extant remains until the 1950's. At 
that time the present house (The Boundary) was built on the land adjacent to the 
site which itself was returned to arable use in the same period. 

While ground conditions would suggest that geophysical survey could be 
undertaken on the site, the presence of metal (possible ordnance) could make 
such an exercise hazardous. In any event, the presence of (unknown quantities 
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of) metal fragments spread over the field and at least one cable would cause high 
reflective signatures and diminish the usefulness of geophysical survey 
techniques. 
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Figure 2: Location of Site in relation to Grantham 
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Figure 3: Archaeological detail within and in the immediate vicinity of 
the Site 
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SUMMARY 

This aerial photographic assessment was commissioned by P.I.S.A. Ltd. from Air Photo 
Services Ltd. in July 1997. 
The assessment provides detailed aerial photographic interpretation of archaeological and 
other upstanding features seen from the air, in advance of proposed change of landuse at Gorse 
Lane, Grantham, Lincolnshire. 
Results: The assessment area is now partially under modern agricultural use, and partially 
used as a vehicle breaker's yard. The Lincolnshire County Council Sites and Monuments 
Record (SMR) number 35028 indicates the presence of possible Bronze Age round barrows 
(burial mounds) within the site. These features are indicated as crop or grass marks on two 
oblique aerial photographs held at both Heritage Lincolnshire and at the National Library of 
Aerial Photographs (NLAP) in Swindon. 
This assessment casts doubt on the authenticity of these 'barrows', and proposes that the sub-
circular and penannular marks are in fact the remains of past military activity on the site. 
Archival aerial photos dating from the 1940s show that the site lay adjacent to a large military 
airfield, and was probably used for the dispersed storage of munitions. A munitions dispersal 
structure consisting of four discreet blast-protected storage areas within a defined enclosure can 
clearly be seen, lying alongside an area of probable Nissan huts, vehicle tracks, small 
buildings, dugouts and various craters and areas of bare soil. 

These structures are of archaeological interest in their own right, and have been recorded for 
this assessment. The landuse history of the site has been tabulated, and the decay and 
replacement of the military remains has been recorded. 
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GORSE LANE, GRANTHAM 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT 

1.0: INTRODUCTION 
This aerial photographic assessment was commissioned by P.I.S.A. Ltd. from Air Photo 
Services Ltd. in July 1997. 
The assessment provides detailed archaeological aerial photographic interpretation of the study 
area as defined by the client. The object of the assessment was to identify and provide detailed 
and accurate mapping and clarification of archaeological features at 1:2500 scale. 
1.1: Archaeology from Aerial Photographs 
Detailed archaeological interpretation of contemporary and historical aerial photographs allows 
the accurate mapping of archaeological sites recorded as crop marks (caused by the differential 
growth of crops over buried features, Riley 1946,Wilson 1982), soil marks (caused by 
differences in soil colour over ploughed buried features, Wilson 1982) and shadows cast by 
upstanding earthworks. Aerial photographs also allow past landuse to be described, and 
changes to standing structures and areas of land to be monitored. Aerial photographic evidence 
is, however, limited by seasonal, agricultural, meteorological and environmental factors which 
affect the extent to which either buried or upstanding archaeological sites can be detected. (Riley 
1987,17-40). It is thus advantageous to examine a range of photos taken under a variety of 
environmental conditions in order to build up a comprehensive interpretation of the 
archaeological landscape. The visibility of archaeological features may differ from year to year 
and individual photographs often record only a small percentage of the actual extent of buried 
features. The photos available for this assessment provided differing evidence, and allowed a 
reasonably comprehensive interpretation of the archaeological features over the site. 

Within their limitations, aerial photography and photographic interpretation provide information 
which cannot easily be detected by other means, and are complementary components of multi-
disciplinary archaeological investigation. They also provide a cost-effective landscape overview 
and accurate guidance for ground based investigations or positioning of evaluation trenches. 

1.2: The Study Area 
The archaeological study area, as defined by the client, covers a modern arable field centring 
upon National Grid Reference (NGR) SK906333. It lies to the south of Gorse Lane, and its 
western part is currently used as a vehicle breaker's yard. 
1.2.1: Environment 
The assessment area is situated on the interface of a small island of glaciofluvial drift and 
Jurassic limestone, which give rise to shallow well drained soils1-Sucl1 s o l l s 3 1 6 considered to be 
suitable for the production of crop marks in the presence of buried features. The ground is level. 

1.3: Aerial Photographs 
Oblique and vertical aerial photographs were consulted during this assessment. Oblique 
photographs are taken using a hand held camera by an aerial archaeologist to portray features 
which have been identified during specialist survey. These photos are extremely useful, but 
contain inherent perspective distortions which must be accounted for in rectification and 
mapping procedures. There were only two available oblique photos. 

1 Soil Survey of England and Wales (SSEW, 1983) classification 571q, Escrick 2 soil association, classification 
343e, Marcham soil association.. 
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Vertical aerial photos are taken from a fixed viewpoint in a series of overlapping runs. They 
provide blanket landscape coverage, usually for non-archaeological purposes, and have been 
taken routinely over most of the British isles since the 1940s for both civil and military 
applications. Verticals show the topographic contours and upstanding anthropogenic features 
when viewed stereoscopically, and are of great use to the archaeologist. The vertical photo 
sources over this site were informative and contained good comparative material to build a 
picture of landuse between the 1940s and 1960s. 
National Library of Air Photographs (NLAP) coversearch number 370997 
National Monuments Record (NMR) Centre, RCHME, Kemble Drive, Swindon, Wiltshire. 
Obliques 
SK9033/1&2 26 th June 1975 
Monochrome print copies from colour slide, deposited by James Pickering. 
Verticals 
106G/UK/1431,5101-5104 16th April 1946 1:10000 
CPE/UK/2073, 3277-3283 17th May 1947 1:10500 
541/16,4243-4245 13th May 1948 1:10000 
58/B/23,5231-5235 8 t h April 1948 1:5000 
541/111,5231-5235 27 th July 1948 1:9960 
540/746,4178-4182 21st May 1952 1:5000 
58/1513,8-9 26 th July 1954 1:10000 
HSL/UK/66/492, 7354-7358 29 th May 1966 1:11000 
OS/66058, 159-163 16th May 1966 1:7500 
OS/66Q57, 126-130 16th May 1966 1:7500 
Cambridge University Collection of Aerial Photographs (CUCAP) 
Mond Building, Free School Lane, Cambridge. 
None held 

1.4: Assessment Specification 
The entire area was assessed and all visible archaeological features (from prehistoric through to 
the National Monuments Record terminal date of 1945), were mapped in detail to an accuracy 
compatible with the mapping scale and the scale of the photographs from which the data were 
derived. Interpretation and mapping was undertaken at 1:2500 scale. 

1.5: Interpretation and Mapping Methodology 
Photographic interpretation, rectification and mapping were carried out following procedures 
defined by Palmer and Cox (1993). All photographs were closely examined, under 1.5x and 4x 
magnification, and vertical photographs were examined stereoscopically. Transparent 
interpretative overlays were prepared, from which archaeological and associated relevant 
information was digitised. 

Interpreted features were rectified by computer using the Bradford aerial photographic 
rectification software, AERIAL 4.20 (Haigh 1993). AERIAL 4.20 calculates values for the 
closeness of control point match and, using an initial plane surface rectification, the mean 
control point positioning error in all cases was under ±2.5m. 

1.6: Maps 
The maps are provided as in-bound illustrations Figures 1&2, and separately to this report as a 
1:2500 scale paper copy and as .dxf (AutoCAD LT) and .Dwg (AutoCAD release 12 
compatible) files on disc. Ordnance Survey digital Superplan files were used as base maps, and 
are provided as part of this assessment. 
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2.0: RESULTS 
2.1: Archaeology 
The Lincolnshire County Council SMR number 35028 indicates the presence of possible 
Bronze Age round barrows (burial mounds) within the site. These features are indicated as crop 
or grass marks on two oblique aerial photographs held at both Heritage Lincolnshire and at the 
NLAP in Swindon. 
This assessment casts doubt on the authenticity of these 'barrows', and proposes that the sub-
circular and penannular marks are in fact the remains of past military activity on the site. 
Archival aerial photos dating from the 1940s show that the site lay adjacent to a large military 
airfield, and was probably used for the dispersed storage of munitions. A munitions dispersal 
structure consisting of four discreet blast-protected storage areas within a defined enclosure can 
clearly be seen, lying alongside an area of Nissan huts, vehicle tracks, small buildings, dugouts 
and various craters and areas of bare soil. 

These structures are of archaeological interest in their own right, and have been recorded for 
this assessment. The landuse history of the site has been tabulated below, and the decay and 
replacement of the military remains has been recorded. 
Figure 1 shows the visible structures and features on the site during 1947 and 1948. The site 
lay immediately adjacent to an unmarked military airfield. The western part of the site contained 
regular rows of small huts - probably Nissans, although military hut typology is not herein 
discussed. Very well defined light toned paths and tracks lie between the huts. To their east, 
further less well defined linear features probably indicate less formal vehicle tracks, and are 
seen as both dark and light toned lines in the short grass. 
This area contains a series of shallow craters and well defined patches of bare light toned soil. A 
linear dugout feature was seen on photographs taken in 1948, and a series of narrow standing 
built structures was observed in both years. 
A major track leads to an area of munitions dispersal. The structures are contained within a 
definite embanked area, and each have well defined blast walls, but no roof. 
A marked lighter toned sub-circular area of grass, with a darker central area was observed in 
both years. This may have been a formal communications structure, or a bombing practise 
target, and is very ephemeral in its appearance. 
Figure 2 shows the features recorded on the site by James Pickering in 1975. Pickering was 
himself a pilot in the second World War, and the author discussed this site with him during the 
course of the assessment. He cannot recall the exact site, but commented that he would have 
taken the photos not because it was a former military site, but because the features were 
showing in 1975 as crop marks which he would leave to future interpreters to define. I consider 
that the features are not definite enough to classify as true round barrows, but are likely to be 
the remains of the craters and other areas of bare soil seen in the 1940s. Pickering did comment 
on the large ephemeral circular area, saying that it was possibly a bombing practise target. 
Bombing practise was carried out over such targets, but instead of releasing a live bomb, a 
photograph was taken at the moment of the practise drop. Similar sites have been observed by 
Pickering at Bramcote, on the border of Leicestershire and Warwickshire2-

2 James Pickering, pers. Comm., 24th ju]y 1997 
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2.2: Landuse 
The assessment area is now under modern agricultural use, and partly used as a vehicle 
breaker's yard. The past landuse and condition of features on the site was as follows: 
Date 
16.04.47 

17.05.47 
08.04.48 
16.05.48 
21.05.52 

26.07.54 

29.05.66 

26.7.75 

Photo numbers 
106G/UK/1431 

CPE/UK/2073 
58/B/23 
541/16 
540/746 

58/1513 

HSL/UK/66 492 

SK9033/1&2 

Landuse & condition of features 
Features as recorded in Figure 1. 
Munitions dispersal upstanding, small buildings, 
tracks and huts. 
As above. 
Huts all removed. Munitions dispersal still extant. 
Good photo, condition as above. 
Paths and features obliterated, but blast walls of 
munitions dispersal still upstanding. Area to the 
south of the main track is now scrub, to the north, 
crop. 
All buildings very ruinous, field under 
homogenous crop. 
Area re-developed. New modern 
boundaries in place, area of munitions dispersals 
left as well defined area of scrub, but structures 
and blast walls not now extant. All visible 
wartime buildings gone. New 'depot' on site of 
vehicle breakers. Paths visible in the crop. 
As above, scrub over site of former dispersal, no 
paths visible. Small sub-circular features may be 
sites of former soil scars and craters. Illustrated 
by Figure 2. 
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Extract from Archaeology and Planning, Planning Policy Guidance note 16, 
Dept. of the Environment, 1990, Annex 4. 

Secretary of State's criteria for Scheduling Ancient Monuments 
The following criteria (which are not in any order of ranking), are used for assessing the national 
importance of an ancient monument and considering whether scheduling is appropriate. The criteria 
should not however be regarded as definitive; rather they are indicators which contribute to a 
wider judgement based on the individual circumstances of a case. 

(i) Period: all types of monument that characterise a category or period should be considered 
for preservation. 

(ii) Rarity: there are some monument categories which in certain periods are so scarce that all 
surviving examples which still retain some archaeological potential should be preserved. 
In general, however, a selection must be made which portrays the typical and commonplace 
as well as the rare. This process should take account of all aspects of the distribution of a 
particular class of monument both in a national and regional context. 

(iii) Documentation: the significance of a monument may be enhanced by the existence of records 
of previous investigations or, in the case of more recent monuments, by the supporting 
evidence of contemporary written records. 

(iv) Group Value: the value of a single monument (such as a field system) may be greatly 
enhanced by its association with related contemporary monuments (such as a cemetery) or 
with monuments of different periods. In some cases, it is preferable to protect the complete 
group of monuments, including associated and adjacent land, rather than to protect isolated 
monuments within the group. 

(v) Survival!Condition: the survival of a monument's archaeological potential both above and 
below ground is a particularly important consideration and should be assessed in relation to 
its present condition and surviving features. 

(vi) Fragility/Vulnerability: highly important archaeological evidence from some field 
monuments can be destroyed by a single ploughing or unsympathetic treatment; vulnerable 
monuments of this nature would particularly benefit from the statutory protection which 
scheduling confers. There are also existing standing structures of particular form or 
complexity whose value can again be severely reduced by neglect or careless treatment and 
which are similarly well suited by scheduled monument protection, even if these structures 
are already listed historic buildings. 

(vii) Diversity: some monuments may be selected for scheduling because they possess a 
combination of high quality features, others because of a single important attribute. 

(viii) Potential: on occasion, the nature of the evidence cannot be specified precisely but it may 
still be possible to document reasons anticipating its existence and importance and so to 
demonstrate the justification for scheduling. This is usually confined to sites rather than 
upstanding monuments. 
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SUMMARY 

This aerial photographic assessment was commissioned by P.I.S.A. Ltd. from Air Photo 
Services Ltd. in July 1997. 

The assessment provides detailed aerial photographic interpretation of archaeological and 
other upstanding features seen from the air, in advance of proposed change of landuse at Gorse 
Lane, Grantham, Lincolnshire. 

Results: The assessment area is now partially under modern agricultural use, and partially used 
as a vehicle breaker's yard. The Lincolnshire County Council Sites and Monuments Record 
(SMR) number 35028 indicates the presence of possible Bronze Age round barrows (burial 
mounds) within the site. These features are indicated as crop or grass marks on two oblique 
aerial photographs held at both Heritage Lincolnshire and at the National Library of Aerial 
Photographs (NLAP) in Swindon. 

This assessment casts doubt on the authenticity of these 'barrows', and proposes that the sub-
circular and penannular marks are in fact the remains of past military activity on the site. 
Archival aerial photos dating from the 1940s show that the site lay adjacent to a large military 
airfield, and was probably used for the dispersed storage of munitions. A munitions dispersal 
structure consisting of four discreet blast-protected storage areas within a defined enclosure 
can clearly be seen, lying alongside an area of probable Nissan huts, vehicle tracks, small 
buildings, dugouts and various craters and areas of bare soil. 

These structures are of archaeological interest in their own right, and have been recorded for 
this assessment. The landuse history of the site has been tabulated, and the decay and 
replacement of the military remains has been recorded. 
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GORSE LANE, GRANTHAM 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT 

1.0: INTRODUCTION 

This aerial photographic assessment was commissioned by P.I.S.A. Ltd. from Air Photo 
Services Ltd. in July 1997. 

The assessment provides detailed archaeological aerial photographic interpretation of the study 
area as defined by the client. The object of the assessment was to identify and provide detailed 
and accurate mapping and clarification of archaeological features at 1:2500 scale. 

1.1: Archaeology from Aerial Photographs 

Detailed archaeological interpretation of contemporary and historical aerial photographs allows 
the accurate mapping of archaeological sites recorded as crop marks (caused by the differential 
growth of crops over buried features, Riley 1946, Wilson 1982), soil marks (caused by 
differences in soil colour over ploughed buried features, Wilson 1982) and shadows cast by 
upstanding earthworks. Aerial photographs also allow past landuse to be described, and 
changes to standing structures and areas of land to be monitored. Aerial photographic evidence 
is, however, limited by seasonal, agricultural, meteorological and environmental factors which 
affect the extent to which either buried or upstanding archaeological sites can be detected. 
(Riley 1987, 17-40). It is thus advantageous to examine a range of photos taken under a 
variety of environmental conditions in order to build up a comprehensive interpretation of the 
archaeological landscape. The visibility of archaeological features may differ from year to year 
and individual photographs often record only a small percentage of the actual extent of buried 
features. The photos available for this assessment provided differing evidence, and allowed a 
reasonably comprehensive interpretation of the archaeological features over the site. 

Within their limitations, aerial photography and photographic interpretation provide 
information which cannot easily be detected by other means, and are complementary 
components of multi-disciplinary archaeological investigation. They also provide a cost-
effective landscape overview and accurate guidance for ground based investigations or 
positioning of evaluation trenches. 

1.2: The Study Area 

The archaeological study area, as defined by the client, covers a modern arable field centring 
upon National Grid Reference (NGR) SK906333. It lies to the south of Gorse Lane, and its 
western part is currently used as a vehicle breaker's yard. 

Win95/Gorselane 
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2.1: Environment 

The assessment area is situated on the interface of a small island of glaciofluvial drift and 
Jurassic limestone, which give rise to shallow well drained soils1. Such soils are considered to 
be suitable for the production of crop marks in the presence of buried features. The ground is 
level. 

1.3: Aerial Photographs 

Oblique and vertical aerial photographs were consulted during this assessment. Oblique 
photographs are taken using a hand held camera by an aerial archaeologist to portray features 
which have been identified during specialist survey. These photos are extremely useful, but 
contain inherent perspective distortions which must be accounted for in rectification and 
mapping procedures. There were only two available oblique photos. 

Vertical aerial photos are taken from a fixed viewpoint in a series of overlapping runs. They 
provide blanket landscape coverage, usually for non-archaeological purposes, and have been 
taken routinely over most of the British isles since the 1940s for both civil and military 
applications. Verticals show the topographic contours and upstanding anthropogenic features 
when viewed stereoscopically, and are of great use to the archaeologist. The vertical photo 
sources over this site were informative and contained good comparative material to build a 
picture of landuse between the 1940s and 1960s. 

National Library of Air Photographs (NLAP) coversearch number 370997 
National Monuments Record (NMR) Centre, RCHME, Kemble Drive, Swindon, Wiltshire. 

Obliques 
SK9033/1&2 26th June 1975 
Monochrome print copies from colour slide, deposited by James Pickering. 

Verticals 
106G/UK/1431, 5101-5104 
CPE/UK/2073, 3277-3283 
541/16, 4243-4245 
58/B/23, 5231-5235 
541/111, 5231-5235 
540/746, 4178-4182 
58/1513, 8-9 
HSL/UK/66/492, 7354-7358 
OS/66058, 159-163 
QS/66057, 126-130 

16th April 1946 1 
17th May 1947 1 
13 th May 1948 1 
8th April 1948 1 
27th July 1948 1 
21st May 1952 1 
26th July 1954 1 
29th May 1966 1 
16th May 1966 1 
16th May 1966 1 

10000 
10500 
10000 
5000 
9960 
5000 
10000 
11000 
7500 
7500 

Cambridge University Collection of Aerial Photographs (CUCAP) 
Mond Building, Free School Lane, Cambridge. 
None held 

1.4: Assessment Specification 

! Soil Survey of England and Wales (SSEW, 1983) classification 571q, Escrick 2 soil association, classification 
343e, Marcham soil association.. 
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The entire area was assessed and all visible archaeological features (from prehistoric through to 
the National Monuments Record terminal date of 1945), were mapped in detail to an accuracy 
compatible with the mapping scale and the scale of the photographs from which the data were 
derived. Interpretation and mapping was undertaken at 1:2500 scale. 

1.5: Interpretation and Mapping Methodology 

Photographic interpretation, rectification and mapping were carried out following procedures 
defined by Palmer and Cox (1993). All photographs were closely examined, under 1.5x and 4x 
magnification, and vertical photographs were examined stereoscopically. Transparent 
interpretative overlays were prepared, from which archaeological and associated relevant 
information was digitised. 

Interpreted features were rectified by computer using the Bradford aerial photographic 
rectification software, AERIAL 4.20 (Haigh 1993). AERIAL 4.20 calculates values for the 
closeness of control point match and, using an initial plane surface rectification, the mean 
control point positioning error in all cases was under ±2.5m. 

1.6: Maps 

The maps are provided as in-bound illustrations Figures 1&2, and separately to this report as a 
1:2500 scale paper copy and as .dxf (AutoCAD LT) and .Dwg (AutoCAD release 12 
compatible) files on disc. Ordnance Survey digital Superplan files were used as base maps, and 
are provided as part of this assessment. 

Win95/Gorselane 
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2.0: RESULTS 

2.1: Archaeology 

The Lincolnshire County Council SMR number 35028 indicates the presence of possible 
Bronze Age round barrows (burial mounds) within the site. These features are indicated as 
crop or grass marks on two oblique aerial photographs held at both Heritage Lincolnshire and 
at the NLAP in Swindon. 

This assessment casts doubt on the authenticity of these 'barrows', and proposes that the sub-
circular and penannular marks are in fact the remains of past military activity on the site. 
Archival aerial photos dating from the 1940s show that the site lay adjacent to a large military 
airfield, and was probably used for the dispersed storage of munitions. A munitions dispersal 
structure consisting of four discreet blast-protected storage areas within a defined enclosure 
can clearly be seen, lying alongside an area of Nissan huts, vehicle tracks, small buildings, 
dugouts and various craters and areas of bare soil. 

These structures are of archaeological interest in their own right, and have been recorded for 
this assessment. The landuse history of the site has been tabulated below, and the decay and 
replacement of the military remains has been recorded. 

Figure 1 shows the visible structures and features on the site during 1947 and 1948. The site 
lay immediately adjacent to an unmarked military airfield. The western part of the site 
contained regular rows of small huts - probably Nissans, although military hut typology is not 
herein discussed. Very well defined light toned paths and tracks lie between the huts. To their 
east, further less well defined linear features probably indicate less formal vehicle tracks, and 
are seen as both dark and light toned lines in the short grass. 

This area contains a series of shallow craters and well defined patches of bare light toned soil. 
A linear dugout feature was seen on photographs taken in 1948, and a series of narrow 
standing built structures was observed in both years. 

A major track leads to an area of munitions dispersal. The structures are contained within a 
definite embanked area, and each have well defined blast walls, but no roof. 

A marked lighter toned sub-circular area of grass, with a darker central area was observed in 
both years. This may have been a formal communications structure, or a bombing practise 
target, and is very ephemeral in its appearance. 

Figure 2 shows the features recorded on the site by James Pickering in 1975. Pickering was 
himself a pilot in the second World War, and the author discussed this site with him during the 
course of the assessment. He cannot recall the exact site , but commented that he would have 
taken the photos not because it was a former military site, but because the features were 
showing in 1975 as crop marks which he would leave to future interpreters to define. I 
consider that the features are not definite enough to classify as true round barrows, but are 
likely to be the remains of the craters and other areas of bare soil seen in the 1940s. Pickering 
did comment on the large ephemeral circular area, saying that it was possibly a bombing 
practise target. Bombing practise was carried out over such targets, but instead of releasing a 
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live bomb, a photograph was taken at the moment of the practise drop. Similar sites have been 
observed by Pickering at Bramcote, on the border of Leicestershire and Warwickshire2. 

2.2: Landuse 

The assessment area is now under modern agricultural use. and partly used as a vehicle 
breaker's yard. The past landuse and condition of features on the site was as follows: 

Date Photo numbers 

16.04.47 106G/UK/1431 

17.05.47 

08.04.48 

16.05.48 

21.05.52 

26.07.54 

29.05.66 

26.7.75 

CPE/UK/2073 

58/B/23 

541/16 

540/746 

58/1513 

HSL/UK/66 492 

SK9033/1&2 

Landuse & condition of features 

Features as recorded in Figure 1. 
Munitions dispersal upstanding, small buildings, 
tracks and huts. 

As above. 

Huts all removed. Munitions dispersal still extant. 

Good photo, condition as above. 

Paths and features obliterated, but blast walls of 
munitions dispersal still upstanding. Area to the 
south of the main track is now scrub, to the 
north, crop. 

All buildings very ruinous, field under 
homogenous crop. 

Area re-developed. New modern 
boundaries in place, area of munitions dispersals 
left as well defined area of scrub, but structures 
and blast walls not now extant. All visible 
wartime buildings gone. New 'depot' on site of 
vehicle breakers. Paths visible in the crop. 

As above, scrub over site of former dispersal, no 
paths visible. Small sub-circular features may be 
sites of former soil scars and craters. Illustrated 
by Figure 2. 

: James Pickering, pers. Comm., 24th July 1997. 
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AiR PHOTD SERVICES LTD. 01249 891411 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION GORSE LANE, GRANTHAM SK9033 FIGURE 1: 1947 & 1948 
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